Apple’s iPadOS has arrived
— here’s how to get the most
out of it
By Jackie Dove September 27, 2019 5:30AM PST - Digital Trends

After nearly a decade in the wild, Apple’s iPad tablet finally
has an OS to call its own — and it doesn’t come a moment
too soon.
Despite operating on ostensibly the same iOS as the iPhone,
the experience on the iPad often diverged from that on the
iPhone. The screen real estate demanded innovations, while
both hardware and software developers were committed to
pushing the product’s capabilities beyond the confines of
creativity and consumption into hardcore productivity.
Alongside its sidekick Apple Pencil and a keyboard, the iPad
can now realistically substitute for a laptop under certain
conditions. It may not be there yet, but getting its own discrete
OS will continue to propel it in that direction. It helps that
iPadOS runs on all current and supported iPads dating back
to the iPad Air 2 from late 2014 (though the iPad Mini 3,
released at roughly the same time as the iPad Air 2, is not
supported).
The new iPadOS incorporates nearly all of the features
included in iOS 13, including the famous Dark Mode, an
enhanced Photos app, a Find My app, Sign In with Apple,
improved Maps, and more. With the debut of iPadOS, there
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are plenty of new and enhanced features designed
exclusively for Apple’s tablet. We’ll walk you through a few of
the high-profile ones.
The new iPadOS experience begins with a revamped home
screen that fits two elements into the same space. The app
icons, pushed to the right side of the screen, are smaller and
grouped together, as the screen makes room for widgets,
called Today View, on the left side of the screen. Just swipe
from left to right to reveal it, then swipe up and down to see its
default contents. It’s likely you will want to make some
changes. Widgets show up both in landscape and portrait
orientation, though with the latter, you will only be able to view
either the Today View or the app icons, not both at the same
time. Here’s how to customize your home screen widgets.
▪ With Today View open, swipe up and tap the Edit button.
▪ Toggle on the Keep on Home Screen option where
widgets are divided into three categories: Pinned
Favorites, Favorites, and More Widgets.
▪ Tap the red minus signs to remove widgets and tap the
green plus signs to add them.
▪ Use the control at the right side of each widget to change
their position.
▪ Use the Pinned Favorite section to ensure that those
widgets always appear on the home screen.
▪ When you have the widgets arranged to your liking, tap
Done.
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Multiple apps

With the split view in iPadOS, you can access different apps,
or different parts of one app, on the same screen. It’s great for
photo sorting, email, and note-taking. To use iPadOS’s
advanced multi-app features, make sure you have first
enabled them in the settings. Toggle on all tfour choices to
see which ones will be most useful to you.
▪ Allow Multiple Apps lets you drag apps from the dock to
the middle of the screen to create a split view and slideover swipes.
▪ Picture in Picture allows videos you are watching to
continue playing in a small window even when you are
working in a different app.
▪ Gestures enables all the built-in gestures for optimal
operation.
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▪ Show Suggested and Recent Apps gives you easy
access to apps you need to have close at hand.

Slide over gets a makeover
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The iPad slide-over feature now lets you keep multiple apps
open in slide-over mode and switch between them with a
swipe. Once you get fluid with the technique, it provides a
quick and easy way to juggle several apps at once without
having to return to the dock or navigate around.
▪ Launch an app, say a movie clip, on YouTube.
▪ Swipe up from the bottom of the screen to reveal the
Dock.
▪ Pick any app there, and tap and hold while dragging the
icon to the middle of the screen.
▪ You can repeat that action by dragging the second icon
to the intersection between the two open apps.
▪ To switch between the open apps, tap and swipe the line
at the bottom of the window.

One app, many windows
With iPadOS, you can now view one app in several windows
on screen to see different operations. Using drag and drop,
you can create an app instance from a note, email, webpage,
or any app that supports the feature. Here’s how to get
started.
▪ Tap and hold on the element from the app. This can be
the title of a note in the Notes app, or an email from a list
of emails in the Mail app.
▪ Tap and drag it to the edge of the screen till you see the
black bar appear.
▪ Lift your finger to create another instance of the app.
▪ To close the window, grab the handlebar from the top of
the screen and swipe down.
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You can also open multiple windows of the same app with the
App Expose feature, which lets you see all the open windows
for an app by tapping its icon in the Dock.

▪ Swipe up to show the Dock and then tap on the app icon.
▪ This will open the new App Expose screen.
▪ This is where you’ll find all the instances of the currently
open windows.

Tri-finger text gestures
With iPadOS, Apple introduces new finger gestures for text
select, cut, copy, paste, undo, and redo. To select text in an
app like Notes, just double-tap at the desired point in the
narrative until the text is highlighted and then drag it to include
as much text as you want. Then, with any three fingers, pinch
to copy and expand. It doesn’t matter which three fingers you
use, though I found it a bit easier to use my thumb, forefinger,
and middle finger. If your tapping and swiping is successful,
you’ll see a notation at the top of the screen.
Here’s the complete text gesture reference key:
▪ Shortcut menu with all the controls: Three-finger single
tap
▪ Cut: Three-finger pinch where the fingers start off
extended and end up meeting in the middle
▪ Paste: Three-finger pinch where the fingers start off
scrunched together and pinch outward
▪ Undo: Three-finger swipe left
▪ Redo: Three-finger swipe right
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Files enhancements
Unlike previous versions of iOS, Files in iPadOS now lets you
create new folders and move files locally, and supports iCloud
Drive for sharing folders with others. This means you don’t
need to rely on a third-party sync to store particular files on
your iPad and you can access files on a USB drive, SD card,
or hard drive. The new Column View lets you browse files
within nested folders. With Quick Actions, you can easily
rotate, mark up, or create a PDF within the Files app.

Tools Palette overhaul
The Tools Palette has been visually overhauled in iPadOS. It
still has all the brushes and pencils and magnifiers you’re
used to, but now you can minimize the full-sized palette into a
small circle and pin the palette to any screen edge or corner
and tap and drag it back to full size. You no longer have to
take a screenshot — you can use the tool palette in any app
that supports it, mostly as a Quick Action from the Share
Sheet.
▪ Find the Markup icon and tap.
▪ Tap the circular three-dot icon at the right.
▪ Toggle on the Auto-Minimize command to shrink the
palette down to a small circle.
▪ Move the tiny circle to any corner on the screen.
▪ To enlarge it again, drag it to the middle, or toggle the
Auto-Minimize command off.

Floating Keyboard
The new pinch-to-shrink gesture for the QuickPath Keyboard
lets you reduce the size of the electronic keyboard and move
it to wherever it’s convenient for one-handed typing. Make
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sure the feature is enabled in your settings. Note that
QuickPath typing only works on the floating keyboard, not on
the regular-sized keyboard.

▪ In your Settings, tap General.
▪ Tap Keyboard.
▪ Scroll down and make sure the toggle is enabled (green)
for Slide on Floating Keyboard to Type.
▪ An optional control, Delete Slide-to-Type by Word, lets
you tap the delete button once to remove a word you
input via the swipe to type feature.
▪ To shrink it, pinch in, and to expand it to full size again,
pinch out.

Bottom line
The new iPadOS is the latest OS for Apple’s tablet, and it’s
pretty much iOS 13 with some special features thrown in
because a tablet is different than a phone. Overall, there are
some excellent productivity features in the new OS, but some
of them may prove challenging and less than intuitive.
Patience and a light hand will assist in getting the most out of
the new advanced features.
original article:
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